
Freeland Cleaning Pellet Instructions 
 
There are various jags available for felt cleaning 
pellets with various tip widths. 
 
The most common is the pointed tip jag that 
comes with the Dewey Cleaning Rods 
 
The Dewey pointed tip jag is .065” width 
(smaller than VFG jags) but will fit these pellets  
 

 
 
HOWEVER the cleaning pellet you purchased 
will also fit larger tip VFG Jags as well. 

 
We offer a slightly larger tip for cleaning pellets 
to get a bit more friction using .1” diameter tip 
 
All it takes to get the pellet on tip is to get it 
centered on the tip and spin it onto the jag with 
a little force and it will slide right on. 
 

 
 
You can leave it like that, or fully insert it  
 

 
 

Dewey offers a VFG Jag with 2 diameters on 
same jag, it starts with narrow tip .95″ wide tip 
and goes to .145″ thread. The VFG jag has 2 
diameters to help get more friction on the bore 
because of bigger hole used on the VFG pellets. 
 
Same technique of centering on the hole and 
spinning it will work with larger Jags too. 
 

 
 
You can also fully insert it, pictured below 

 
 
When inserting on a larger diameter jag you will 
notice the length of the pellet will grow 
accommodating for the increased diameter of 
the jag.  
 
With the right technique of spinning it on the 
jag the Freeland cleaning pellets will work with 
both large and small point jags and will provide 
adequate friction for cleaning the bore.  
 
The fine fibers provide brush-like scrubbing 
properties due to the high fiber thread count. 
The felt pad absorbs liquids and can trap large 
and small particles of dirt in its tangled fiber 
structure thus removing them out of the bore. 
Fibers are harmless and exceptionally gentle. 
Pellets can bring metal surfaces to a high polish. 
 

Various pellet sizes are available to meet all 
your cleaning needs.  
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